
Medievallewish Interpretation

JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE

The Way of the Pes/wI.

The Bible has been the focus of a rich exegeti
cal tradition, which beg~n to evolve even
before the canonization process was com
pleted. The techniques of inner-biblical ex
egesis, pesiler-type interpretation as practiced
at Qumran, and rabbinic midrash are all
examples of the application of the Bible to
the changing spiritual needs of a faith
community. (See "Inner-biblical Interpreta
tion," pp. 182<r-35; "The Bible in the Dead Sea
Scrolls," pp. 1920-28; and "Midrash and
Midrashic Interpretation," pp. 1863-75,) Rab
binic midrash treated the entire Bible as an or
ganic whole, whose parts were infinitely sig
nificant and ripe for interpretation. This led to
atomizing the text, reading words and verses
out of context, and making connections be
tween verses from various biblical books. Ha
lakhic midrash attempted to anchor current
practice in the biblical text, while aggadic
midrash shed light on the character of biblical
personalities and derived moral, educational,
and theological lessOils from biblical narra~

tive through a varietY of creative techniques,
which often had little regard for the literary co-:
herence or earlier meanings of the· text: The'.
midrashic method adequately 'satisfied the'
community's needs well m(o the early 'Iviiddle'
Ages, when significant forces came to bear
which called for new approaches to the biblical
text and gave birth to the commentary genre.
In contrast to midrashic collections, which are
anthologies of comments by various sages,
arranged either as a commentary on a biblical
book or as a collection ·of sermons, the com
mentary bears the distinct stamp of a single
author. From·the 8th century onward, in Iraq,
Judeo-Arabic paraphrases of biblical texts
begin to appear, replacing Aramaic works of a
similar nature. These are the precursors of the
commentary genre. By the middle of the 9th
century, a steady stream of commentaries be-
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gins to flow through the veins of the Jewish
body politic, nourishing and invigorating it,
and pro"viding instruction and inspiration for
each succeeding generation.

Karaites and Geollim (9th-11th Cenhlries)

Jewish scholars were doubtless aware of the
importance of the Bible for Christians and its
use as a source of inspiration and prooftexts.
Indeed, Christians were already producing
commentaries on biblical books in the 3rd cen
tury. However, only with the rise of Islam and
the challenge posed by its claim of religious
superiority did new approaches to the srudy of
the biblical' text seem im'perative for Jewish
scholars. The engagement of Muslim scholars
in quranic exegesis di~ectly influenced the ap
proach of their Jewish counterparts to the
Hebrew Scriprures. Ttle. exposure to Islamic
philosophy,' eSl?ec\ally .rationalist Mutazilite
Kalam, was also a powerful factor and left a
distinct stamp of rationalism·on the works of
the period. Under the in1J.uen~e of Arabic'
philology .and linguistics' the serious study of
the Hebrew language was undertaken, dic
tionaries. were' written, and.. rules, often de
riyec! from the ArabiC grammarian's srudy of
Quranic grammar, began to be defined for He
brew graininar. oneoftlie. distinctive fearures
of the commentary genre is the recognition:
that language follows specific rules and that
these must be taken into account when ex
plaining the texLThus, alt1)ough the message
of the Bible is still seen as divine; the medium
is human, and follows the conventions of
human speech and communica.tion.

It was at this timein Iraq, newly. conquered·
by. the Arabs from the PersiaI)S, tha t j:h~

Karaite movement began to take shape. By
questioning the validity of the oral law and
its supremacy over the written, and its
sometimes idiosyncratic interpretations and·
occasional contradictions of the biblical text;
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MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION

offering philological analysis where neces
sary. On occasion he will apply certain pro
phetic statements to his own era, specifically
engaging in polemics against the Rabbanites.
But such interpretations are always offered as
a second level of meaning after the verse has
been subjected to philological and literary
analysis. Take for example, Hos. 2.8-<): "As
suredly, I will hedge up her roads with thorns
and raise walls against her, and she shall not
find her paths. Pursue her lovers as she will,
she will not overtake them; and seek them as
she may, she shall never find them. Then she
will say, 'I will go and return to my first hus
band, for then I fared better than now.' " After
explaining the difficult words in the text and
placing the verses in the general context of
Hosea's prophecy, al-Qumisi then applies
these verses to the Karaite-Rabbanite contro
versy, explaining that many will seek enlight
enment through the teachings of the Rabban
ites but will be disappointed ("seek them
as she may, she shall never find them," 2.8)
and as a result, there will be some who wish
to "return to the first husband" (2.9), i.e., to
the proper worship of God as prescri~ed in the
Bible (the Karaite way), while there are those
who "pursue their lovers" (ibid.), i.e., en
gage in improper acts, as did the early na
tions, in which men would marry their nieces
and sisters-in-law and perform other forbid
den unions, use candlelight on the Sabbath,
etc., as clid the Rabbanites. But the shepherds
who mislead their flocks (i.e., the Rabbanites)
will be dismissed and Israel will not find
them, as it is written "I will dismiss them
from tending the flock" (Ezek. 34.10). While
this type of exegesis is somewhat reminiscent
of the peslmrim of the Dead Sea sectarians,
there is a wide gap between the latter, which
use the biblical text as a key for predicting the
future, particularly the fate of their commu
nity, and those Karaites like al-Qumisi, who
occasionally offer a midrashic type of gloss
applying the text to their present situation. In
general, in contrast with the Sages, who spoke
of the multivalency of Scripture, al-Qumisi in
sisted that every word in the Bible had but
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this movement challenged the authority of
the rabbinic leadership of the period. The
Karaites advocated a return to Scripture and
ricliculed the rabbinic readings of the text,
which indeed were often difficult to justify on
rational grounds. The movement's founding
fa ther, or bett!?r, precursor, was Anan ben
David (mid-8tlTcentury), who according to re
cent scholarship, was not really the first
Karaite, but rather the founder of a rival legal
school which promoted a different interpreta
tion of the halakhah, while using the same
techniques of midrash halakhah as the Rab
bis. Anan promoted an extreme ascetical form
of religion, which he buttressed with mid
rashic exegetical methods, and many of his
views were rejected by later Karaites. Anan, at
least according to later tradition, seems to
have coined the slogan "search diligently the
Scriptures and do not rely on my opinion,"
thus inspiring an efflorescence of biblical
scholarship in both the Karaite and Rabbanite
(the term used for Rabbinic in Karaite con
texts) camps that would reach its zenith in the
10th and 11th centuries.

The Karaites, who coalesced into a move
ment in the 10th century, were the first Jewish
group to produce full-fledged scriptural com
mentaries. The earliest exegete seems to have
been the Karaite Benjamin al-Nahawandi
(first half of the 9th century), who wrote com
mentaries on the Torah and several other bib
lical books, of which only fragments remain.
The earliest extant complete Jewish commen
tary is Daniel al-Qumisi's commentary on the
Minor Prophets, the only part of his oeuvre to
have survived intact. Al-Qumisi flourished in
the last quarter of the 9th century, during
which time he emigrated to Jerusalem where
he helped found the Karaite community of
Mourners of Zion. His commentary, written
in Hebrew, bears a distinct authorial stamp,
and presents a running verse-by-verse exposi
tion of the biblical text, incorporating occa
sional Arabic and Persian glosses. Al-Qumisi
demonstrates a clistinct awareness of the liter
ary nature of the biblical text, pointing out
connections between verses and sections, and
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE

one true interpretation. Unfortunately, this in
terpretation was not always immediately ob
vious. Therefore, multiple meanings could vie
with each other, until the true meaning would
be clarified at the End of Days when the
Teacher of Righteousness (l1loreh tzedek)! a
messianic figure who is also prominent in
Qumran pesher texts, woi,iJd clarify ambigui
ties and decide on the one true interpretation.

The most prominent Rabbanite exegete of
this period is Saadia Gaon (882-<)42), a poly
math, who did pioneering scholarly work in
many areas, including grammar and exegesis.
Saadia was born in Egypt and later moved to
Iraq, where he was eventually chosen to be
gaoll; or head of the Sura academy; the leading
talmudic academy of his time. Saadia trans
lated most of the Bible into Arabic and wrote
commentaries on many books including the
Torah, Isaiah, Proverbs, Job, and some of the
Five Scrolls. He prefaced his commentaries
with detailed introductions discussing gram
matical, exegetical, and: philosophical issues
and polemicizing extensively against the
Karaites. Saadia set down several principles
of interpretation, which guided him in his
work of translation and exegesis. These are
most explicit in the introduction to his Torah
commentary, where he affirmed the'necessity
of understanding the biblical text according to
the plain meaning of. the· words; with: the,fol
lowing exceptions: (1) if experience and sense
perception contradict the plam meaning (e.g.,
that Eve was the mother of all living' things
[Gen. 2.20]); (2) if reason contradicts the plain
sense (e.g., Deut. 4.2.4, that "the .LORD your
God is a consuming fire," which must be inc
terpreted metaphorically);· (3) when, verses
contradict each other (e,gil Mal. 3.10, "thus
put me to the test," which must be interpreted
so as not to contradict Deut. 6.16, "do not test
the LORD, your God," which takes prece
dence); (4) when a verse contradicts estab
lished tradition (e.g., in the prohibition
against seething a kid in its mother~s milk
[Exod. 23.19; 34.26; Deut. .14.21]). In the last
case, an oral tradition (the complete separa
tion of meat and milk products) was transmit-
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ted by the people, who saw how the prophets
behaved in this matter. One of Saadia's key
exegetical principles- was maintaining a balL
ance between the freedom of the interpreter
and the authoritative tradition. This issue
must have been heatedly discussed in Islamic
circles as well, but for Saadia it was probably
primarily motivated by the need to defend
the oral tradition from the attacks of the
Karaites. For Saadia unlimited freedom of in
terpretation,. which the Karaites advocated,
was unthinkable, since it would lead to reli
gious anarchy.. Exegetical freedom had to be
limited by the 'dictates of tradition, which
sometimes led to interpretations far from the
plain sense.'

Another important 'rabbinic exegete of this
period was Samuel ben I;Iofni (d. 1013), gaon
of Sura, who wrote an extensive commentary
on the Torah in Judeo-Arabic, only part of
which survives. This commentary follows in
Saadia's footsteps but· has its owrt unique
features· as well. It takes a rationalistic apt
proach to the text and'features extensive ex.L
cursuses on various topics, which go far be
yond the explication of the text and for which
he was criticized by latet exegetes. for ex1lIlli
pie, his comment on Gen. 41.49' ("So Joseph'
collect~d,producE!cihvery large'quantity, like
the sands ohIle sea") includes a lengthy dis~

course Ort-hoarding, and he appends to his
commentary on the death of Jacob a long dis,
cussion of the laws.of death and burial (Gen!.
47.2 9)" .. .' ", ' '. I

One of the most prominent Karaite scholars
of theperiod was Ya'qub al-Qirqisani\ it native
of Iraq and a younger conterriporaf'}" of SaL
adia; who wrote two major works in Arabic, it
legal' code called Kitab. al-anwar. ,wa'l mm;aqib
(Book of Lights alld Watchtowers), and a comL

mentaryon the Torah titled Kitab al-Riyad wa'l
l:lada~iq (Book of Gardens and Parks). These two
works constituted a unified exegetical project
encompassing the legal and narrative, por~

tions of the Torah. In the latter work he sets
down thirty-seven principles of exegesis and
explains his exegetical alms and methods. Ex
amples include the Mosaic authorship of the
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MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION

tary discusses in depth the various options for
its interpretation. Like Daniel al-Qumisi, Ja
pheth also interpreted the text according to
two methods, one the linguistic-contextual,
the other, the peshel'-like or prognostic, in
which allusions are sought in the text to the
exegete's own time, and to the struggle of the
Karaite movement against its opponents. For
Japheth and other Karaite members of the
Mourners of Zion, such as Salmon ben
Jerol:tam (mid-10th century), this second
method, which had a strong messianic tone to
it, replaced the rabbinic method of rnidrash,
which they had rejected. However, this
method was used selectively, only on works
or verses deemed appropriate for such treat
ment (e.g., the poetic passages in the Torah
and Early Prophets, Psalms, Daniel, Song of
Songs).

In the late 10th century the Karaite Abu
Ya'aqov Yusuf Ibn Nul:t published a grammat
ical commentary on the Bible, the Dikdllk
(Grammar), which bears witness to an early
Karaite tradition of Hebrew grammatical
thought which originated in Persia and Iraq
in the 8th to 9th centuries and ,«as at first
shared by Rabbanites and Karaites alike. The
intention of this work was to use the tools of
grammar and linguistics to elucidate the bibli
cal text; it is thus distinguished from the
grammars of Saadia and the Karaite Abu'l
Faraj Harun, which were more theoretical
grammars arranged systematically. Ibn Nul:t
also wrote a long commentary on the Torah,
only part of which survives.

The most important Karaite exegete of the
nth century is Jeshuah ben Judah, author of
several exegetical works, including long and
short commentaries on the Torah, and Genesis
Rnbbnll, a theological commentary on the
opening chapters of Genesis (not to be con
fused with the rabbinic midrash of the same
name). His commentaries, scholastic in na
ture, are imbued with the teachings of Mu
tazilite Kalam and include lengthy halakhic
discussions. They also include extensive quo
tations from rabbinic literature, some of them
cited approvingly.
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entire Torah and the necessity to interpret
Scripture literally unless this would lead to a
contradiction. Another important principle is
that "Scripture addresses human beings in a
manner accessible to them and about matters
familiar to them from their own experience,"
which is reminiscent of the rabbinic principle
"Scripture sp'eaks in human language" (e.g.,
b. Bel'. 31b). His works demonstrate a wide
knowledge of contemporary philosophical
and intellectual trends, as was typical for his
time and environment.

In the 10th century Jerusalem became the
spiritual center of Karaism. The greatest
Karaite exegete was Japheth ben Eli, who
flourished in the second half of the 10th cen
tury and was part of this Jerusalem school of
Karaite scholars. He is the only exegete to
have translated and commented on the entire
Bible. He seems to have undertaken this task
in order to provide the Karaite community
with an adequate treatment of Scripture,
which could hold its own against traditional
rabbinic exegesis, especially the sophisticated
treatment of his formidable Rabbanite oppo
nent Saadia Gaon. While not as sophisticated
and well developed in his understanding of
Arabic linguistics and Mutazilite (rationalist"
Islamic) philosophy as his nth-century suc
cessors, such as Yusuf al-Basir, Jeshuah ben
Judah, and Abu'l-Faraj Harun, his originality
and literary-contextual approach set the tone
for succeeding generations of exegetes and
were profoundly influential. Japheth's Karaite
successors used his commentaries as the
foundation for their remarks, expanding and
elaborating upon them, and his comments
also found their way into the rabbinic peshnt
tradition, mainly through the mediation of
Abraham Ibn Ezra.

Japheth's commentaries are divided into
two sections. Each biblical book begins with a
programmatic introduction, followed by a
section-by-section translation and commen
tary. The translation and commentary are inti
mately related: The translation represents the
distillation of the exegete's understanding of
the meaning of the text, while the commen-
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE

By the 11th century a Karaite community
had taken hold in Byzantium; and soon
Karaites from this community were traveling
to Jerusalem to study at the feet of the great
sages of the Jerusalem school. Led by Tobias
ben Moses, these Byzantine sectarians trans
lated into Hebrew and epitomized large por
tions of the Karaite exeg~tical and halakhic
tradition of the time and brought them back
to Byzantium. Thus were the Arabic works of
Japheth, Jeshuah, and the great theologian
Yusuf al-Basir salvaged and transmitted to
new generations of students, albeit in rather
inferior translations that did not do justice to
the eloquence of their authors.

The geol1im and their Karaite contempo
raries are the pioneers of Jewish biblical exe
gesis, the first to produce systematic biblical
commentaries, They influenced succeeding
schools of interpretation, especially those in
the Arabic sphere: e.g., exegetes such as Judah
Ibn Bal'am and Abraham Ibn Ezra (Muslim
Spain), Abraham Mairnonides (Egypt) and
the Yemenite midrashic commentaries such as
Midrash ha-gadol.

The Spanish School'(lOth-11th Centuries)

In the late geonic period (10th-11th centuries),
the intellectual- and' spiritual center of me
dieval Jewry moved to Muslim Spain, where
the grammatical and exegetical work begun
by Saadia Gaon and the Karaites was contin
ued and reached new.levels of sophistication.
The first significant work to be produced in
Spain was the Maitberet (Notebook) of Mena!)em
ben Jacob Ibn Saruq, (mid-10th century) the
secretary of I:Iisdai Ibn Shaprut (ca. 915-ea.
970), a prominent minister in the court of the
Caliph 'Abd'al-Ra1)man: The Maitberet is a He
brew dictionary of biblical roots, the first of its
kind to be produced in Hebrew. Though not a
commentary, this work elucidated many diffi
cult biblic;;ll verses, and represented the purest
form of philological exegesis. The Mallberet
proved to be controversial and elicited a' spir
ited'response from Mena!)em's contemporary
Dunash ben Labrat. The students of these
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grammarians carried on the discussion in a se
ries of exchanges. They focused on the basic
meaning of biblical roots and verses, many of
which had theological and doctrinal implica
tions. For instance, Dunash accused Mena!)em
of preferring Karaite interpretations to those
of the Rabbanites. Indeed, Menal:)em is single
minded in his devotion to the biblical lan
guage and text, insisting that they needed to be
understood on .their own terms, without re
course to other sources. Thus, he avoids com
parative philology as much· as possible, even
shunning Aramaic and Mishnaic Hebrew for
the most part. Dunash is much more of a tradi
tionalist, relying on the Masorah, comparative
philology (Arabic, Aramaic), and traditional
rabbinic' interpretation. The works of these
early grammarians would soon be surpassed
by their successors, but the fact that they were
written in Hebrew made them accessible to
and extremely influential among the North
ern French exegetical school of Rashi and his
disciples. ': " " .

One of the weakmisses'of the grammatical
theories of Menal:)em, and Dunash was ,their
adherence to the biliteral theory of "weak",He~
brew verbs (instead of the triliteral root theory ,
that was later accepted). Indeed, in.the case of
some weak verbs, Mena!)em assigned them' .
only one root letter. This understanding of the
verbal root and. other linguistic:matters,was
improved considerably. by the, imporiant
grammatical, work of Judah· I:Iayyuj (ca,
945-ea. 1000) and Jonah Ibn Jima!) (11th cen"
tury), who raised the scientific study of H~
brew grammar to new heights. I:Iayyuj wrote
three grammatical treatises,' including Sefell
I/O-Shorasllim (Book ofRoots), and a grammaticaI
commentary on the-' Prophets entitled Kitali
al-Nlltaf(Book ofPIlicked Feathers). These works
contain' a great deal of exegetical material;
which greatly influenced subsequent exegetes!
!:Iayyuj is credited with' introducing the can,
cept of the triliteral Hebrew root, which he ap;
plied to the weak verbs and which revolution.
ized the study of Hebrew grammar.

Ibn Janal:) refined !:Iayyuj's theories in sev~

eral grammatical treatises, including Kitab
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nl-Lllllln (Serer hn-Riqlllnh, Book oj Vnriegnted
Flowabeds) and Kitnb nl-L1sll! (Sejer hn
SllOms!lilJl, Book oj Roots). Much of the former
deals with exegetical tools, including various
kinds of substitutions, perhaps the most dar
ing and controversial of his methods. For ex
ample at Eccl. 1.8, he explains kol /1I1-devarilll
yege'hll (lit., "all things are weary") as kol
hn-devnrilll lIIeynge'illl ("all things make one
weary, are wearisome," substituting a verb for
an adjective). At Exod. 21.8, "he shall not have
the right to sell her to a foreign people ('nlll
110kl,ri), he substitutes 'ish (man) for 'nlll. Simi
larly, when Abimelech pleads with God, "will
you slay a nation (goy) though it be inno
cent?" (Gen. 20.4), Ibn Jana!) insists that one
must substitute 'ish (man) for goy (nation).
Many believe that Ibn Jana!) is here anticipat
ing the conjectural emendation, a significant
tool of modern biblical scholarship, but it is
more likely that these interpretations are
based on established exegetical principles,
many borrowed from Quranic exegesis. Most
of these substitutions were accepted by his
contemporaries, but some were criticized for
exceeding the limits of the acceptable. For in
stance, Ibn Jana!) proposes that in 1 Kings
2.28, "for Joab sided with Adonijah, and did
not side with Absalom," Absalom should be
replaced with Solomon, which makes more
sense in the context. However, most of Ibn
Janal)'s critics accept the Masoretic Text and
interpret the text as referring to Joab's lack of
support for Absalom in the past. Ibn Jana!)
was also a pioneer in comparative philology
and solved many an exegetical difficulty
through recourse to Rabbinic Hebrew, Ara
maic or Arabic. Some of his solutions have
been proposed by modern Bible scholars who
were unaware that Ibn Jana!) had anticipated
them. An example of his technique is his ex
planation of Num. 16.1: vnyikn!1 kom!l, "and
Korah took." Exegetes throughout the ages,
beginning with the Targumim and mid
rashim, have puzzled over what it was that
Korah took and made various proposals for
filling the gap. Ibn Jana!), on the basis of com
parison with the Arabic equivalent of the
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word Inkn!! (the root of i'f!I;iknb), suggests that
the word here means "to begin" and does not
require a direct object. It is rather connected to
the verb in the following verse vnynkll III II,

"they rose up," and means Korah and his men
began to rise up against Moses.

In another important contribution, Ibn
Jana!) applied rhetorical principles to biblical
usage, especially with regard to poetic repeti
tion or parallelism. Thus, for example, one
finds synonyms in Isa. 41.4, "Who has made
and done?" and in Isa. 43.7, "I have created,
fashioned and made him." Are these syn
onyms to be explained as having different
meanings? The midrashic tradition and many
medieval exegetes saw a distinct meaning in
each word, assuming that since in the Bible no
words are superfluous, each word had its
own meaning. Ibn Janal) argued that the use
of such synonyms and repetitions is rhetori
cal, to add elegance and beauty to the lan
guage; they do not add further meaning. If
one should ask, then, why bother repeating
the same idea in different words, Ibn Jana!)
would respond tha t in the art of rhetoric, elab
oration is more elegant and artistic. This view
was adopted by many Spanish and Proven,al
exegetes, especially Abraham Ibn Ezra and
Radak, and was criticized by others who fa
vored the midrashic method. In recent times,
this question has again become a topic of dis
pute among interpreters of the Bible.

The two most important exegetes in Mus
lim Spain were Moses ben Samuel Gikatilla of
Saragossa and Judah ben Samuel Ibn Bal'am
of Toledo and later Seville, who were both ac
tive in the second half of the 11th century.
Gikatilla translated the Arabic grammar
books of I:fayyuj into Hebrew and wrote a
commentary on the Bible; most of it is lost.
From the extant fragments of his commentary
one can see that he was heavily influenced by
Ibn Janal) in matters grammatical, but did not
confine his exegesis to grammar and philol
ogy; he also commented on matters of content
and general meaning. Notable is his severe ra
tionalism, especially in dealing with miracles.
He was also the first exegete to assign the sec-
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ond part of the book of Isaiah (chs 40-66) to a
second prophet (called by modem scholars
Second Isaiah or Deutero-Isaiah).

Judah Ibn Bal'am's works have fared better
than Gikatilla's and most have survived, al
though, until recently, ~ew had been p\lb
Iished. His commentaries" are very selective,
focusing on verses about which he disagrees
with his predecessors. In his introduction to
the Prophets, he spells out his exegetical
method, explaining that he will treat difficult
words in three ways: by translating them into
Arabic, by comparing them with cognate
words in the Bible, and, wherever possible, by
relating them to equivalents in Rabbinic He
brew, Aramaic, or Arabic. Although some
have considered him an epigone (a follower
of lesser abilities) of Ibn Jana\:t, he was clearly
an independent thinker, who struggled with
the text, rejected opposing views, and offered
many innovative interpretations. In some
cases, if he was not satisfied with previous so
lutions to a problem and could not provide a
better solution of his own, he preferred to
leave the problem unsolved. Only in matters
of halakhah did he bow to tradition, as did
most of the peshal (contextual) exegetes of the
Middle AgeS. Like his mentor Ibn Jana\:t, he
was concerned with identifying geographical
names, objectsdlora, and fauna.

Abraham Ibn Ezra (1089-1164)

The commentaries of Abraham ben Meir Ibn
Ezra mark the culmination of the Spanish
Arabic period of exegesis. Ibn Ezra lived in
Spain most of his life, but in 1140 he aban
doned his homeland, probably for personal
reasons, and set out on a journey that would
take him to Rome and through much of
France, arriving finally in England, where he
died in 1164. As he traveled, he produced,
often by commission, commentaries on vari
ous biblical books; in some cases, such as
Exodus, Minor Prophets, Psalms, Esther, and
Daniel, he produced two commentaries, one
considerably longer and more detailed than
the other. Ibn Ezra, in the Spanish tradition,

ESSAYS

based his methodology on the twin pillars of
grammar and reason. He argued that only an
exegete thoroughly grounded in Hebrew
grammar and lexicography could properly
understand the meaning of the biblical text.
For him the text had but one.meaning, which
could be obtained only through the applica
tion of the rules of grammar. Furthermore, an
acceptable interpretation had to be logically
consistent and stand up to the test of reason.

In the introduction to his Torah commen
tary, he discusses four earlier approaches to
biblical exegesis which he found wanting: (1)
the geonic, which .tended to stray. from the
matter at hand and lapsed into lengthy dis
cussions of matters not germane to the. text;
(2) the Karaite, which rejected the oral tradi
tion of the Sages, allowing every exegete to in"
terpret according to his own understanding,
even in matters of halakhah, thus undermin
ing rabbinic authority;, (3) the .Christian,
which tended to allegorize the text, including
matters of halakhah; thus robbing. it of its
basic meaning and calling into question the
necessity for religious observance; and (4) the
rnidrashic, the.way of the Sages, whose inter,
pretations defied logic ·and reason and ig-,
nored context. This· lack of exegetical control
was totally unacceptable. :

Ibn Ezra then articulates his own methodol
ogy: he will explain the' grammar of each
word only once, at its first occurrence, and
then explain· its meaning in context. He also
declares that he will ignore the comments of
the Masoretes, which he claims have no ex~

egetical value, though they provided much
material for hornilists. . ". 'i

Ibn Ezra's exegesis represents a distillation
of the finest achievements· of the Spanish
philological. school of exegesis, avoiding its
more radical elements such· as Ibn Jana\:t's
methods of lexical and consonantal substitul
tion. He adopted.Moses Ibn Ezra's stance (see
below) that Scripture uses human language
and therefore must conform to the rules of
syntax and rhetoric; this led him to reject
rnidrashim which tampered with. the syntax;
or interpretations based on plene or defectiVE!
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spellings since these had no effect on the lakhic requirement to actually bind copies of
meaning of the text. Furthermore, the Bible these passages on the arm and place them
speaks of God and the elements of nature in on the head in leather boxes (phylacteries, or
human terms, so that human beings can un- tefillin). Ibn Ezra argues that since the literal
derstand what it is saying. Expressions such interpretation does not contradict reason and
as the "mouth of the earth" (Num. 16.32) or that the commandment it entails can be car
"the heart of the s!'a" (Exod. 15.8) are figures ried out, it must be accepted, unlike the verse
of speech and should not be lUlderstood liter- "and you should circumcise the foreskin of
ally. your heart" (Deut. 10.16), which cannot be in-

Ibn Ezra fully accepted the Spanish exegeti- terpreted literally. The Karaites and Rashbam,
cal tradition that did not assign significance to on the other hand, interpret both these verses
changes in spelling or wording if the meaning metaphorically as merely urging constant vig
was not affected. As a result, he paid little at- ilance in remembering the commandments.
tention to textual nuance, unusual spellings, But while the oral tradition of the Sages, the
and stylistic variation, which are popular now vast body of halakhah gathered in the Mish
among modem students of the Bible. He ig- nah and Talmud, was sacrosanct, the same au
nored the differences in parallel passages, thority was not ascribed to the midreshei ha
e.g., the two versions of the Decalogue, or laklmh, the halakhic midrashinl of the Sages
Pharaoh's two dreams, and, saw no signifi- meant to provide scriptural justification for
cance in the unusual form 'ahalah (Gen. 9.21), the actual laws themselves. He felt no compul
instead of 'ahola, which Rashi as well as the sion to defend these in the same way he de
rnidrash interpreted to refer to tlle fall of Sa- fended the halakhic decisions of the Talmud
maria (called 'Ohalall), brought down by (see, e.g., his short commentary to Exod. 21.8).
drunkenness and depravity. Sinillarly, despite his respect for the halakhic

In his firm belief that Scripture could not decisions of the rabbinic Sages, Ibn Ezra feels
contradict the demands of reason, he was a no compulsion to accept their assignations of
faithful follower of Saadia Gaon, invoking the authorship to the various biblical books' (e.g.,
method of tikI/II (correction or adaptation, he questions whether Jeremiah wrote Lamen
based on the lawil of Quranic exegesis) in tations), or the rnidrashic identification of bib
order to make a verse conform to reason-by lical characters (e,g., contra Rashi, he rejects
means of allegory or metaphor. But in order to the midrashic view that the prophet Joel was
avoid undermining the validity of the com- the son of the prophet Samuel).
mandments, the historicity of the patriarchal Ibn Ezra had a very conservative view of
narratives, or the truthfulness of the prophetic the biblical text and rejected all attempts at
messages, he insisted, as did Saadia, that the emendation, On the other hand, he did have a
method of tikI/II had to be applied only when penchant for higher criticism, pointing to later
absolutely necessary. additions in the text (e.g., Gen, 12.6; 22.14;

Ibn Ezra also followed Saadia in his stead- Deut. 3,11), and especially the last twelve
fast defense of the oral traclition (kabbalah) of verses of Deuteronomy ("the secret of the
the Sages, particularly in matters of halakhah, twelve"), which he clainls were written pro
In practical terms this meant that Ibn Ezra phetically by Joshua, Similarly, following
could not accept a peshat interpretation that Moses Gikatilla, he advocates the postexilic
contradicted halakhah, in contrast to other pe- dating of the second part of Isaiah and of
simi exegetes, such as Rashbam, of the North- some of the psalms (e,g., Ps. 69).
em French school, or Radak. Thus, for exam- Ibn Ezra was a serious philosopher, a Neo
pIe, Exod, 13.9 and other passages which platonist, heavily influenced by astrology, Al
provide the scriptural basis for tefillin (phy- though he never wrote any systematic theo
lacteries) are accepted as referring to the ha- logical or philosophical treatises, his thought
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE ESSAYS ESSAY

early modem period, who translated many of
his works and quote~ him approvingly. In the
modem period, Jewish reformers and biblical
critic~ saw hjm as a precursor of their views~

as someone who ':Vas dedicated to the pur
suit of truth put ~ould not express his views
openly, .and as someone, who, like Mai
monides, was open to the outside world, will"
ing to'accept the truth from whatever source it
came,

may be gleaned from his biblical· commen
taries. Indeed, many of Ibn Ezra's allusions to
secrets (sodol) refer to his views on central is
sues of Jewish theology, such as God's rela
tion to the land of Israel, the people of Israel,
and the role of the sacrificial cult, especi"<llly
the scapegoat (Lev. 16.8) ,fn determining the.
fate of the Jewish people. His .referring to
these views as secrets, and alluding to them
obliquely, may be an indication that they
might be threatening to the religious ~ell

being of the Jewish masses and could only be Aesthetics and Philosophy
tolerated and properly understood by the in~

tellectual elite. At the same tim~ that grammarians were re"
Ibn Ezra was one of the mam conduits of fining their tools to better explain. the biblical

Spanish-Jewish culture to the rest of Western text, another school of thought was approach
Europe, and as stich his legacy is· of ines' ing the Bible from' a different direction. Schol
timable value. Despite the impression given ars trained in philosophy were using their
by his "modern" critical allusions and his ten- newfound knowledge to reexamine the bibli
dency to be overly critical of his predecessors cal text and then reinterpret it in the light of
and contemporaries, he was not a radicaJ"ex- their philosophical insights. While none uti
egete. His importance lies in his positio!} at . li~ed the commer-tary genre, their works are
the end of a productive period in Jewish intel- fun of comments on the biblical text, which
lectual history and his ability to summarize in they attempt to harmonize with their philo
Hebrew the exegetical achievements of this . sophical teachings. (See "The Bible in the
period de.arly,' succinctly, and judiciously; Philosophical -Tradition," Pl". 1948--75.) AI;
Nevertheless, ;his' commentaries presented though he. did not write biblical commen~.

challenges to the 'reader because of their con' taries ~ such,.Moses· ben Jacob Ibn Ezra (ca:
cise; difficult: nature;. and scattered cryptic 1055~1l38), a relative and friend of Abraliam
comments, whicrr.stimulated the productiorl Ibn Ezra, made a~' important contribution to
of a whole corpus of super-co~ehtaries.that biblical·hermeneutics by developing a literary
elucidate and elaborate upon them.. .... ~xegetical theory based on Arabic theories of

Interest in Ibn Ezra has continued down aesthetics. His Arabic treatise; Book of Discus"
through· the ages, making him one of the most·, sian 'nlld Conversatio!1, provides guidelines for
influential cultural'icons in 'Jewish history. In writing Hebrew poetry in the Arabic style. To
the Late Middle Ages, he 'was appropriated illustrate his points Ibn Ezra' brings' examples
by nearly every.intellectual.school. Though he from the Bible and thereby indirectly provides
was a Neoplatonist, Maimonidean Aristote- an analysis of biblical stylistics in comparison
lians found cornmon ground in him. Though with the ideal· of Arabic poetry: Applying his
he polemicized. fiercely against the Karaites; theory to :,prophecy, he portrayed biblical
these sectarians also daimed him as one· of prophets as' poets, who supplied the literary
their' own; perhaps because he often cited form for the divine message. The implications
works. by Karaite scholars. Baruch Spinoza for exegesis:are 9bvious, since this means that
cited him as the first biblical. critic, making biblical propheCies 'cail be analyzed like any
much of his so-called higher-critical como. other poetry. Furthermore, if the ideas eX?
ments and using his name to justify his own pressedare paramount, then the stylistic emf
much more radical views. He was also much bellishments of these ideas do not have inter,
admired by the Christian Hebraists in the pretive significance and can be ignored. This
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Proven,al School (12th-13th Centuries)

fort in elucidating the biblical prophecies as
well as the book of Job. For the former, a
major concern was harmonizing the biblical
text with reason and logic; the la tter he read
as a parable on divine providence and the
problem of evil. He often uses midrashic
interpretations as an aid for his exegesis, in
terpreting them philosophically as well. Mai
monides' exegetical approach was very influ
ential on succeeding generations of scholars.
He was the prime representative and major
spokesman for the Aristotelian school in Jew
ish philosophy, and subsequent Jewish philo
sophical exegesis shows strong signs of his
influence.

leads to the principle, characteristic of the
Spanish school of pesilat exegesis, that the
Bible may repeat the same idea in different
words for stylistic, aesthetic purposes, and
that such repetition is not exegetically sig
nificant. Thus, for example, in "Abraham
breathed his last. and died" (Gen. 25.8),
"breathed his last'l (vayigva') renders "and
died" (vnyalllOt) superfluous. As part of his
theory, Ibn Ezra enumerates literary orna
ments of poetry, known in Arabic as badi,
which he proceeds to identify in the Bible.
Some, such as metaphor, simile, and allegory,
were commonly recognized; for others, he
could not find good examples. Nevertheless,
in the attempt, he revealed many characteris
tics of biblical style, which had hitherto
not been recognized. Ibn Ezra's aesthetic exe
gesis, written in Arabic, towards the end of The lore of the Spanish pesilat tradition was
the Golden Age of Spanish-Jewish culture brought to Provence by the Kiml:li family. The
(10th-12th centuries, when Muslims con- father Joseph (ca. 1105-1170) moved his fam
trolled most of Spain), remained untranslated ily, which already included his elder son
until recently, and thus had little impact on Moses, from Spain to Narbonne in Provence
subsequent generations, living in Christian around 1150, in the wake of the Almohade
Europe with limited exposure to Arabic lan- persecutions. His second son David (ca.
guage and culture. 1160-1235) was born in Narbonne. David lost

Ba\:lya Ibn Pakuda (ca. 1100) in his Dllties of his father at the tender age of ten years·and
tile Heart, elaborates a theory of biblical exege- was raised by his brother. The KirnI:lis were
sis in which he identifies several levels of un- an impressive family, all steeped in the
derstanding, from the basic linguistic to the Sephardic tradition of philosophical rational
lexical to the contextual and finally to the eso- ism and scientific study of the Hebrew lan
teric, which is only attainable by those who guage. All wrote biblical commentaries and
have intellect and tmderstanding. Ba\:Iya was grammatical works. Joseph is probably best
greatly influenced by the Sufi mystics of his known for his anti-Christian polemic Sefer
time. Moses Maimonides (1138-1204) de- ila-Berit (Tile Book of tile Covellallt), which con
voted much of his major philosophical work, tains much material of an exegetical nature,
the Guide of the Pe"plexed, to the interpretation Moses for his grammatical work, Maillakh
of particular biblical texts. His primary pur- silevilei Iw-da'at (Tile Cou,.se of tile Patils of
pose is to demonstrate that the inner meaning Kllowledge), which was translated into Latin in
of the biblical text is compatible with Aris- 1508 and became a favorite of 16th-century
totelian philosophy. The whole first section is Christian Hebraists. Both Joseph and Moses
devoted to the elucidation of eqillvocal terms left commentaries on Proverbs and Job; the
in the Bible, and sections of the Bible are inter- latter's Proverbs commentary was attributed
preted or explained at various points in the until recent times to Abraham Ibn Ezra. But
work. Another major concern of his was the the family's most distinguished exegete was
elucidation of parables, which he viewed as David (better known by the acronym Radak),
having two levels of meaning, revealed and who surpassed his father and brother in
hidden. Maimonides spends a great deal of ef- celebrity. He produced commentaries on the
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Northern France (11th-12th Centuries) .

commentaries and vigorously defended the
Maimonidean position both in writing and
orally, participating in his later years in the
first Maimonidean controversy. Radak also
had a keen historical sense, which he applied
judIciously to various biblical issues. For ex
ample, he explains the existence of variant
readings for the same words, called ketiv
(written) and qere (to be read) as the result of
the confusion generated by the first exile (6th
century BCE), when books were lost and tradi
tions forgotten. In cases when the men of the
Great Synagogue (a group believed by the
Sages to have begun functioning in the early
postexilic period) could not determine which
of two. variants was the correct one, they
recorded both. In general, on matters concern
ing the transmission of the biblical text, he is
relatively·progressive.

The works of Radak, alongside those of Ibn
Ezra, exerted tremendous influence in subse+
quent generations. His grammar books be·
came the, standard' in the field, and were
copied and printed numerous times. His
grammatical works and his commentaries
were very popular among Christian Hebraists
of the 16th-19th centuries; and are consulted
and cited by modem Bible scholars to this day.

Torah, Prophets, Psalms, Proverbs, Job, and
Chronicles. These commentaries along with
his grammatical works, Sefer Im-SllOrnslzim
(Book of Roots) and Sefer Mikhlol (Comprehen
sive Hebrew Grm/I11/W), became standard
works in the field and epitomized the best of
the Spanish peslmt tradition. Growing up in
Provence, with its histor.yibf midrashic exege
sis, Radakwas exposed to the positive aspects
of this tradition; and in his commentaries he
does justice to both peshat and midrash, quot
ing derashot (homiletical interpretations of
the Sages) and also incorporating midrashic
methods and sensibilities into his pesllOt exe
gesis. For instance, while Radak opposes. the
midrashic tendency to glorify the patriarchs
and matriarchs, preferring to view them as
having human strengths and 'weaknesses, he
does derive moral encouragement and reli
gious inspiration from their actions..For ex
ample, at Gen. 21.15, concerning Hagar and
Ishmael, he teaches, the lesson of patience and
fortitude in the face of adversity, for if God
can, perform 'a miracle for Abraham's maid
servants, anyone may benefit from such di,
vine.attention. I!

In .similar fashion, Radak does' not shy
away from applying biblical prophecies and
psalms to the situation of. the Jews in their
present exile'and to the long awaited messi
anic salvation•. Thus, in· commenting on !sa.
52.1, U Awake, awake, 0 Zion! Clothe yourself During the heyday of the Spanish school (the
in splendor; put on your robe& of majesty;-Je, second half of, the 11th century), there deveH
rusalem, holy city!· For the uncircumcised·and oped in northern France another school of pe,
the unclean shall never enter you again," he sl10t exegesis, with similar goals and slightly
explains "the uncircumcised and the unclean" different r\!sults. Anonymous glossators
as referring to the two nations of Edom called· poterim, who taught the Bible through
(Christianity) and Ishmael (Islam)· who ha;ve the !Vernaoular and ·are the school's precur,
fought incessantly. over Jerusalem, but who sors, were active during the early part of thlt
will eventually have to surrender· it when the century. In the middle of the century
Messiah comes. In this contemporizing ten- Mena1:lem ben I:Ielbo (1015-1085) was writing
dency he reacts against the extreme histori- complete commentaries on the Prophets and
cization of· those exegetes such. as Moses Writings, characterized by, among other
Gikatilla, who, perhaps for apologetic rea- things, a concern· for the plain meaning, thlt
sons, explained all the biblical prophecies as interpolation of foreign words (le'azim), and
referring to past events. an attempt to show connections between vari-

A philosophically trained Maimonidean, ous passages. Unfortunately very little of his
Radak introduces philosophical ideas into his work has survived. The true inspiration fot
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this eiflorescence in biblical scholarship was Dunash ben Labrat, whom he quotes in his
the 11th century scholar, R. Shlomo Yitzhaki commentaries. In addition his commentaries
(Rashi [an acronym for Rabbi Shlomo son of are replete with hundreds of le'nzim, or word
Isaac], 1040-1105). Rashi wrote commentaries definitions in Old French. Although he does
on almost the entire biblical corpus as well as not reveal a great deal about himself in his
on the Talmud. They draw heavily on the rab- commentaries, he does refer occasionally to
binic tradition and also display a newly dis- realia or to social conditions in his own time.
covered sensitivity to context, which int1u- Rashi was a brilliant Hebrew stylist; this fea
ences his choice of midrashic material. The ture, as well as his ability to create a commen
genius of Rashi's commentaries lies in their tary with a didactic and moral thrust that had
clarity, concision, felicity of expression, and popular appeal, have helped assign his com
skillful selection and editing of sources. On mentary pride of place in the Ashkenazi
numerous occasions, Rashi modifies mid- canon of classic Jewish texts which are still
rashic sources to accommodate his exegetical studied widely today. His commentary on the
goals. In one of his few methodological state- Torah became immensely popular, achieving
ments (at Gen. 3.8), he states, "there are many near-canonical status, as an acceptable substi
aggadic interpretations, and our Sages have tute for the required weekly reading of the
already arranged them in their proper place Targum in preparation for the Torah reading
in Genesis Rnbbnh and other midrashic collec- on Sabbath mornings. Rashi's commentary
tions. I, however, am only concerned with the also spawned an impressive number of super
contextual meaning of Scripture (pes/mlo shel commentaries, beginning with the commen
1I1iqrn', from the same root as pes/inI) and with tary of Ramban (see below). Among. the most
such 'nggndol that properly explain the word famous are those of Judah Khalatz (Spain
and meaning of Scripture." Rashi is thus say- Morocco, 15th century), Abraham Bukarat
ing that he will be very selective in his choice (late 15th--€arly 16th century, Spain, Tunis),
of rabbinic material and will not include rab- Elijah Mizral;i (Constantinople, ca. 1450
binic comments whidl read the text out of 1526), Judah Loew ben Bezalel (Maharal) of
context. One puzzling aspect of Rashi's com- Prague (ca. 1525-1609), and Shabbetai Bass
mentaries is the double comment, 'in which he (Prague, 1641-1718). Indeed the production of
explains a verse according to context and then translations and super-commentaries contin
follows this with a citation from a midrashic ues to this very day. Rashi's blend of contex
source. It has been the generally accepted tual exegesis and ethical homiletics was a
opinion that Rashi adds these rabbinic com- winning combination. His reputation as a tal
ments only if he is not completely satisfied mudist further strengthened his authority
with his pesllnl explanation. Thus, a weak and assured that his Bible commentary would
midrash is used to strengthen a weak peshnt. never be neglected.
Recently, however, it has been suggested that Rashi's sense of pes/mlo shel miqrn', the plain
each part of these double interpretations is ac- or contextual sense of scripture, developed
tually complementary, representing a dualis- over the course of his lifetime. He reworked
tic approach to the biblical text. The two inter- some of his commentaries and was constantly
pretations when combined, produce a fuller, looking for new insights into the text. His
more satisfying picture, enabling the reader grandson, Samuel ben Meir, relates that he
more fully to grasp the meaning of Scripture admitted to him that if he had more time he
in all its complexity. Rashi was very sensitive would write new commentaries "based on the
to the nuances of biblical language, and insights into the contextual meanings of
though he lacked the training of his Spanish Scripture which are being thought up every
colleagues who read and wrote in Arabic, he day" (commentary to Gen. 37.2). This indi
knew the work of Menal)em ben Saruq and cates that there was a great deal of activity in
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biblical study at the time in the school of
Rashi and the trend was a':Vay from the exclu
sive use of rabbinic material. For Rashi, pes/wt
and derosh coexisted in a state of tension and
derns/lOt that did not violate the integrity of
the text and taught an important lesson were
still favored. '

With Rashi's students aIj.d younger contem
poraries in the peshot school, the balance
shifted away from the rabbinic in favor of the
biblical. This can be seen already in the work
of Joseph Kara (1050-1125), who applied the
principles of contextual exegesis to the bibli
cal text with greater rigor and consistency.
The name Kara indicates that he dealt with
the Bible (miqm') in his professional life, either
as a teacher or an exegete, or both. Kara pro
duced commentaries for most of the books of
the Bible, of which the commentaries on the
Former and Latter Prophets, Psalms, Job, and
the Five Scrolls have survived. Recently sig
nificant portions of his 'Commentary on the
Torah have. been discovered. Kara was also.an
important exegete·of religious poetry (piyyut),
his commentaries attaining great renown. In
Kara, we find considerable progress away
from the' reliance on midrashic sources for ex
egesis, a fact which sets him apart from Rashi.
In a lengthy programmatic statement in his
commentary on 1 Sam. 1'17, Kara makes a
strong case for the independent integrity of
the text and its ability to stand alone without
midrashic embellishment: "One should know
that when the prophecies were written they
were written complete, with nothing missing
and with adequate interpretation, so that sub
sequent generations would not be led astray
by them. It is not necessary to bring a proof
from anywhere else, including the. midrash,
because the Torah was given and recorded in
perfect form, lacking nothing. The purpose of
the midrash of our Sages is to exalt and glo
rify the Torah." He compares someone who
inclines. towards the midrash to a drowning
person desperately grabbing for something to
hold on' to: Had he heeded God's word and
made the'effort to grasp the contextual mean
ing, he would have been rewarded by deeper
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insight. For Kara, then, the contextual mean
ing of the text has religious significance, in
tha t it brings one closer to the true word of
God. Kara was an independent thinker, not
afraid to criticize his predecessors or to find
fault with the interpretations of the Rabbis.
He was concerned with methodology and his
commentaries abound with statements pro
posing various hermeneutical rules. He was
particularly sensitive to literary issues and
pointed out instances of parallelism, meta,
phor and other aspects of biblical style. Kara
was also noted for his rationalism, which
manifests itself in his quest for reasons for the
commandments, and rational explanations
for characters' actions and for seemingly mi
raculous events.

The school of peshot exegesis reached the
zenith of its achievements with the commen
taries of Samuel ben Meir (Rashbam) (ca,
108o-ca. 1160), the grandson of Rashi. His
greatest achievement was his Torah commen~

tary, in which he diligently persevered in elu,
cidating the contextual meaning of Scripture
(peshot) without regard for the interpretationS
of the Sages. He took his grandfather Rashi to
task for his deviations from the peshot; indeed;
his commentary may be seen as'a reaction and'
critical response to that of Rashi. In most
cases, he provides a peshot explanation only if
he feels that Rashi's comment does not do the
job.:In an interesting methodological state"
ment, Rashbam makes it clear that his goal
in his commentary is only to understand the
text as it was written. This includes texts of a
legal nature which supposedly govern Jewish
practice. l

Rashbam sees the halakhot (legal pro
nouncements) as primary, but recognizes that
their connection with the text is often not that
easy to justify. Nevertheless this does not def
tract from their primary importance: "All
those with wisdom should know and under"
stand that I have not come ·to explain ha"
lakhot, even though they are primary ....
Since from the superfluity of Scripture one de'
rives halakhot and aggadot; some of these are
found in the comments of R. Solomon, my

...
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mother's father. But I have come to explain
Scripture contextually" (Exod. 21.1). In other
words, Rashbam recognizes two legitimate
modes of exegesis. The rabbinic mode is legit
imate in its own right and does not need justi
fication; in this context, it is noteworthy that
Rashbam (in contrast, e.g., to Abraham Ibn
Ezra) was an important halakhic scholar. But
the pesltnl mode is also valid in and of itself
and operates within its own methodological
confines. The two are complementary. Rash
bam was the most consistent exegete in insist
ing on a strict separation between the two. In
some cases, he even interpreted the text in op
position to the halakhah. E.g., at Exod. 21.6 he
explains that after having his ear pierced, the
servant is bound to his master for life, even
though the halakhah determines that he goes
free in the jubilee year, following Lev. 25-40.
At Exod. 21.34, in the case of an animal that
falls into an open pit, Rashbam's interpreta
tion is that the carcass should go, according to
pes/tnl, to the owner of the pit, while pointing
out that the halakhah determines that it goes
to the owner of the animal. Regarding the fa
mous prohibition against seething a kid in its
mother's milk (Exod. 23.19 and elsewhere),
Rashbam offers a historical, cultural explana
tion: "Goats generally give birth to two kids at
the same time. It was customary to slaughter
one of them. Since goats produce much milk
... it was the custom to boil the kid in its
mother's milk. The text deals with the most
likely case [which can be applied to other ani
mals). It is disgraceful, voracious and glutton
ous to consume a mother's milk together with
her offspring.... The intention of the text is to
teach civilized behavior." At the end of his
lengthy comment, he adds, however, that
"this is the case for all meat and milk, as our
Sages have explained in the Talmud Tractate
/:fill/in. "

Rashbam showed interest in linguistic and
literary matters and had the most sophisti
cated approach to grammar of all the mem
bers of his school. He even wrote a book,
called Serer Dayeklll (Book of Precision), which
deals with grammatical questions in the Bible.

MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION

But like other members of his school, his ef
forts were hampered by a lack of familiarity
with the major Arabic works of grammar pro
duced by the Spanish school. Only the works
of Menal,em and Dunash were available to
him. Rashbam was the first medieval exegete
to point out the literary teclmique of foreshad
owing, providing information in anticipation
of the later need for it. For example, Gen. 9.18,
"Ham was the father of Canaan," is seem
ingly out of place in its context. However, it
prepares the reader for the cursing of Canaan
later on. Similarly, Nurn. 13.20 "Now it hap
pened to be the season of the first ripe
grapes," prepares the reader for the return of
the spies with a cluster of grapes (Num. 13.23,
27). Rashbam points out many other instances
of this feature of biblical stylistics.

The last major representative of the pes/tnl
school is Eliezer of Beaugency (mid-12th cen
tury), who may have been a student of Rash
bam. He wrote commentaries on most of the
books of the Bible, but only a few, on the Lat
ter Prophets, have survived; therefore our
knowledge of his methodology is scant. Elie
zer is extreme in his avoidance of midrash;
one finds few references to it in his writings.
His style is paraphrastic, creating a seamless
weave of text with his own words intermin
gled with the text of Scripture. He stressed the
importance of context for explaining difficult
words and passages (davar lamed lIIe'i/1YnllO,
[the meaning of] a word is learned from its
context). Like Joseph Kara, he proposed many
niles for lmderstanding the biblical text, and
many of his comments deal with literary is
sues. He shows a sensitivity to nuance and
devotes much more attention than his col
leagues to matters of redaction and the order
ing of the biblical books.

Joseph Bekhor Shor (1130-1200) was the last
member of this school and h.is work already
shows signs of a decline. He can be seen as a
transitional figure situated between the most
important members of the peshat school (Kara,
Rashbam, Eliezer) and the tosafists (see
below). His Torah commentary has character
istics of both schools. Although mainly de-
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE

voted to pes/lfft exegesis, his commentary in
eludes more midrashic material than those of
his predecessors. He also makes use of gema
tria (the numerical value of letters), which was
in vogue among the' Pietists in Germany.
Among his most significant contributions was
his psychological insights into the motivations
of the characters in the B$le. He is also con
cerned with literary structure and connections
between passages. His interpretations are
often innovative, and even fanciful.

By the turn of the 13th century, just as the
mini-renaissance of the 12th century died out
and rationalism lost its luster, so too did the
peshat school fade away. It may very well have
been that the radical nature of the enterprise
contributed to its lack of appeal to future 'gen
erations of scholars and laity. The study of
Scripture, as opposed to Talmud, was never
primary in the curriculum in Ashkenaz, and
an exegetical enterprise which could be seen
as undermining the authority of rabbinic in
terpretation and halakhic rulings based on
Scripture was simply not sustainable. The in
fluence of this school, with the exception of
Rashi, whose commentary managed to strike
the right balance between pes/lat and derash,
was minimal. The small number of surviving
manuscripts of the commentaries of Rashbam
and Eliezer bears this out. Joseph Kara fared
slightly better, although much of his oeuvre
was also lost. It seems that these types of com
mentaries had little appeal to the masses, and

. even among· the intellectuals, chahging cur
rents in thinking and an anti-rationalist move
ment contributed to the neglect of the works
of this school for the rest of the Middle Ages.

The Northern French School's Encounter
with Christianity

Biblical exegesis among the Northern French
was influenced by the Jewish encounter with
Christianity in several ways. The interest in
the biblical text shown by this school of
Northern French exegetes has invited com
parisons with similar trends in· Christian
scholarly circles at the time, notably the
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School of St. Victor in Paris, where the canon,
Andrew of St. Victor, pursued the hebraica
veri/as with the same assiduousness as Rash
bam and his colleagues pursued the pes/lat.
Though names are not mentioned, Andrew,
who was not well-versed in Hebrew, con
sulted Jews regularly and cites Jewish exege
sis frequently in his commentaries. Some of
the sources he cites can be traced to members
of the Northern French School. It is not unrea
sonable to assume that the winds of influence
blew in the other direction as well. Indeed it
has been argued convincingly that the focus
of the exegetes of this school, especially Rashi,
on the construction of a narrative that the Jew;
ish people could identify with and be proud
of was a primary concern, and was stimulated
by the competing narrative presented by the
Christian side in what was an ongoing debate
and struggle for legitimacy. So, while there is
definitely evidence of shared· concerns and
tecJ;miques, made possible by the ahnosphere
of tolerance and open rationalistic inquiry fos~

tered by the 12th century renaissance, there is
also, evjdence of competition, rivalry, and
struggle for supremacy, which can be seen
clearly. in the polemical' aspects of these ex'
egetes' commentaries.

Indeed; it is likely that the exigencies. of
polemic and disputation stimulated study of
the biblical text unencumbered by traditional
non-literal interpretation. The New Testament
interprets· many verses in the Hebrew Bible
christologically, as referring to the life or sig.
nificance of. Jesus of Nazareth. This method
was. continued' in the writings of the Church
Fathers and in the medieval Christian com"
mentaries, and such comments loom large-irt
the polemical wbrks written by Jews and
ChristianS in the later medieval period. One
area which received special attention was the
interpretation of the legal parts of the Torah,i
Christians argued that many of these laws,
such as the dietary laws, were no longer ap{
plicable as they had been abrogated by the ad,
vent of Jesus as Messiah. Jews contended that
all the laws remained valid, even if they
lacked a rational explanation, since their fu1:
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Ashkenaz in the Late Middle Ages

in as positive a manner as possible. Thus ac
cording to Rashbam, Abraham had given
enough wa ter to Hagar to last her and Ish
mael until they reached the next inn. But be
cause she lost her way in the desert, the water
ran out (commentary to Gen. 21.14). Jacob
dealt honestly with his brother and bought
the birthright from him outright at its fair
market value. He served him a meal of bread
and lentil soup afterwards in order to confirm
the transaction (co=entary to Gen. 25.31
33). An especially sensitive topic was the de
spoiling of the Egyptians (Exod. 3.22). Rash
bam explains that the Israelite women asked
the Egyptians to give them the vessels as out
right gifts, and adds that this is the literal
meaning and an answer to the sectarians
(tesllllvat 1la-minim). This last co=ent is a
clear indication of the direct relationship be
tween the contextual meaning and anti
Christian polemic. This type of interpretation
was the best response to Christian allegoriza
tion, which tended to read a reference to Jesus
and his life into every verse possible. Never
theless, not all of these Jewish interpreters
were equally engaged in anti-Christian po
lemic, and the development of peslzat interpre
tation should not be seen entirely as a reaction
to Christianity.

MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION

Biblical co=entary in Ashkenaz in the later
Middle Ages was produced by the tosafists, a
school of students of the Talmud, which flour
ished between the 12th (from the time of
Rashbam and his brother Jacob Tam) and 14th
centuries, and German Pietists (I;Iasidei Ash
kenaz), a pietistic school, which flourished
from the mid-12th to the mid-13th centuries.
The tosafist commentaries, mostly produced
in the latter part of the tosafist period, were al
most all anonymous and have only recently
begun to be studied. Many were largely com
pilations. Very little attention was paid to lin
guistic matters. Rabbinic midrash was again
favored, as were numerological techniques
such as gematria (explaining a word or group
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fillment was an act of faith in God. Another
issue was the status and interpretation of the
words of the prophets, many of which the
Christians applied to Jesus. Jewish exegetes
tried to pu t these prophecies in their historical
context, applying them to events in the past,
either in the time of the prophet or ~edi
ately thereaftef./Another important strategy of
the Jewish polemicists was to argue from con
text, showing the indefensibility of the Chris
tian interpretation if the context was consid
ered. This approach, of course, militated
against midrashic interpretation as well and
contributed to the decline in its use during the
Middle Ages. Many of the exegetes of the
Northern French School were involved in
polemics with Christians and these are al
luded to in their co=entaries either directly
or obliquely. The impact of the Crusades is
especially felt in Rashi's co=entary on
Psalms, written after 1096, in which he ap
plies numerous verses to the struggle of the
Jewish people in exile with Christianity (sym
bolized by Esau or Edom), in many cases
reading these verses against the thrust of tra
ditional co=entary, in order to avoid any
possible misuse of them by Christians. On the
other hand his co=entary on Song of Songs,
in which on numerous occasions he uses the
term dugllla' in the sense of figure, shows the
influence of contemporary Christian exegesis,
where typology was an important exegetical
tool. Joseph Kara's co=ents on the mean
ing and dates of prophecies of comfort, the
meaning of the exile, and the continuing
value of the observance of the co=and
ments are apologetically motivated. He was
also sensitive to comments that Christians
might use for their own polemical purposes.
Thus, he criticizes Rashi for explaining ma'aseh
merkavah, the chariot vision in Ezek. ch 1, as
wheels being held together by crossed bars,
for fear that this explanation might be used by
Christian polemicists to argue that God's
chariot was supported by a cross (1 Kings
7.33). Another tendency evident in Kara, but
especially in Rashbam and Joseph Bekhor
Shor, is to explain the actions of the patriarchs
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JEWISH INTERPRETATION OF THE BIBLE

of words according to the numerical value of
the letters) and 1I0torikoll (interpreting every
letter in a particular word as the first letter of
a whole word, or interpreting a word by
breaking it up into its components). The com
mentaries produced in this period were influ
enced by the methods of Talmud study of the
tosafists, but did not neglect the peshot en
tirely. The best known is that of Hezekiah ben
Manoa!). (l;Iizekuni; mid-13th century), which
incorporates a good deal of commentary by
Joseph Bekhor Shor and other members of the
peshot school. The commentaries of the Ger
man Pietists are of two types. Some, such as
the commentary of Judah ben Samuel (ca.
1150-1217) as recorded by his son Zaltrnan,
are rather undisciplined pes/lOt commentaries
intended for a wide audience; others, espe
cially those of Eleazar ben Judah of Worms
(ca. 1165--<:a. 1230), are full of gemotriot, 110
torikonim, and other esoteric methods of exe
gesis, and were intended for the small circle of
initiates schooled in the particular brand of
mysticism practiced by this group.

Na1).manides (1194-1271)

Na1).manides (Moses ben Na1).man; Ramban)
marks a new stage in the history of exegesis,
since he was the first scholar who wrote his
commentaries und~r the influence of both
the Sephardic Andalusian (the region of
southern Spain) and Ashkenazic traditions.
Nal:unanides was a product of Christian
Spain, but he unquestionably felt himself to
be in the line of the Andalusian exegetical tra
dition and indeed advanced the cause of pe
shot exegesis with many insightful comments.
At the same time he had absorbed the work
of Rashi and the Northern French school
and held it in high regard. He also did not
hesitate to utilize the vast resources of rab
binic literature-Talrnudim, halakhic and ag
gadic midrashim, as well as geonic and mysti
cal works. In his introduction he speaks of his
attitudes to both Abraham Ibn Ezra and
Rashi, the dean of Northern French exegetes.
He snows respect for both of his predecessors,
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but also is not afraid to criticize what he
found wanting. Though certainly trained in
grammar and philology, he found the Spanish
approach as exemplified by Ibn Ezra to be ex
cessively philological and therefore limiting:
He was sympathetic to Rashi and his judi
cious selection of midrashic material, but here
too, he did not hesitate to criticize a choice of
midrash that he felt was too distant from the
pes/lOt. Thus he sought to strike a balance be
tween the two approaches and to adopt a
more holistic approach to the text. His com
mentaries are substantially longer than those
of Rashi or Ibn Ezra, as he expanded the
exegetical enterprise to encompass issues of
theology, mysticism, ethics, history, or charac
ter analysis, thus weaving a particularly
colorful and variegated tapestry which oper
ated on several levels. His commentary is fa
mous for its psychological insights and deep
understanding of human nature. Although
most Jewish exegetes avoided typology an<1
pre-figuration, because of their extensive
use by Christian exegetes and theologians;
Na1).manides uses· them extensively in his
Torah commentary, connecting the deeds and
travels of the patriarchs with subsequent
events in Jewish history. To a larger extent'
than most exegetes, he was concerned 'with
problems of structure,. order, and thematic
unity, explaining th~ reasons for the sequence
of the books in the Torah and also for se
quences of sections, verses, or even items in
lists. For instance he invests a great deal of ef"
fort in explaining the order of the verses and
sections- in the parashah of Mishpotim (Exod:
chs 21"':23), a section of laws in no apparent
logical order. Scholars have identified at least
fourteen categories of hierarchies in his Torah
commentary, including birth order, order of
importance, order of preference, and in
creasing or decreasing order of severity (for
sins). In this tendency he follows the rabbinic
mind-set for which nothing in the Torah is ar·
bitrary or haphazard, but rather, as the word
of God, has significance on multiple levels.
NaJ:irrianides was also a kabbalist, steeped in
mystical traditions of the Proven~al school of
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kabbalah. He included in his commentary,
which was intended for a popular audience,
numerous allusions to hidden meanings of
the verses of the Torah and interpretations of
obscure, difficult midrashim, thereby stimu
lating kabbalistic activity and lending an aura
of legitimacy to the esoteric understanding of
the Torah as propounded by kabbalistic theos
ophy.

Kabbalistic Exegesis and Pardes

Nai)marudes was active in Gerona, Spain, in
the second half of the 13th century, in the gen
eration preceding Moses de Leon and his cir
cle who composed or compiled the zoharic
corpus of mystical texts. (See "The Bible in the
Mystical Tradition," pp. 1976-90.) While one
can distinguish levels of interpretation in
Nai)manides' commentary, it is in the last
quarter of the 13th century, particularly in the
Zoltl1r and other writings often attributed by
modern scholars to Moses de Leon that one
first encounters the acronym pardes to refer to
the four levels of interpretation of the biblical
text, pes/wt, remez, deraslt, and sad, or histori
cal, philosophical, homiletic, and mystical.
This usage is primarily restricted to kabbalis
tic writings and did not achieve the almost
universal application that the four senses
achieved in medieval Christian exegesis. The
first three methods of interpreting the text
the pesltat, philosophical, and homiletical
already existed and were widely applied by
exegetes of various persuasions up until that
time. By introducing a fourth level and pre
senting it as the culmination of the exegetical
process, the most profound understanding
of the biblical text attainable, the kab
balists were validating the work of their pre
decessors while at the same time claim
ing pride of place for their own innovative
approach to the text. The commentary of
Nai)manides' student Bai)ya ben Asher (late
13th century) was more formally organized
along the lines of the commentaries of the me
dieval Christian exegetes, with several levels
of interpretation, although there are few

MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION

verses which are interpreted on all four levels.
But with the exception of Bai)ya, there are few
examples of exegetes who analyze a book
using all four methods consistently as did the
Christians. Rather than being a methodology,
pardes is a convenient way of describing the
four approaches that medieval exegetes took
in commenting on a biblical book. Some ex
egetes would use only one approach, some
would combine two or three, but seldom
would all four be consistently applied.

Eastern Post-Maimonidean School
(13th Century)

Exegesis in the Middle East after Maimonides
bears the unmistakable imprint of the thought
of this greatly revered sage. Of great signifi
cance are the commentaries of Abraham, Mai
monides' son (1186-1237), who was a great
scholar, theologian and mystic in his own
right. Abraham had hoped to fulfill his father's
dream of producing a commentary on the
Torah, but succeeded in completing only the
first two books. His commentaries are eclectic,
devoted in the main to pesltat exegesis, in the
tradition of scholars and grammarians of An
dalusia, but also incorporating philosophical
insights, and taking a critical stance vis-ii-vis
midrashic homilies. Abraham was greatly in
fluenced by the pietistic Sufi (Muslim mysti
cal) movement, which spread through Egypt
in his day, and his commentaries are suffused
with pietism. Indeed, he goes so far as to por
tray the patriarchs and the prophets as engag
ing in Sufi-style meditation and the pursuit
of spiritual perfection. Abraham's commen
taries, written in Judeo-Arabic, did not fare
well, and survived in a single manuscript,
published only in the mid-20th century.

TI,e last significant pes/wt exegete in the Mid
dle East was Tanl~um ben Joseph Yerushalmi
(ca. i22D-1291, originally from the land of Is
rael; died in Egypt). Tani)um was an antllolo
gist, who compiled the best of the contexhlal
exegesis of his predecessors, including Ibn
Ezra, Radak, and Japheth ben Eli and other
Karaites, often expressing his preferences. In
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his Kitab ai-Boyan IBook ofExplanation), he com
mented on the entire Bible, but only sections
on the Former Prophets, Latter Prophets (ex
cept Isaiah), Five Scrolls, Daniel, and parts of
Psalms have survived. This work is preceded
by an introduction which deals with m~ny

principles of scriptural exegesis, such as gram
matical issues, textual difficulties, internal
contradictions, and problems in chronology. In
his commentaries he· identifies many rhetori
cal devices, following in the tradition of Moses
Ibn Ezra and other Spanish exegetes. Like Mai
monides' son, Abraham, he too was pro
foundly influenced both by Maimonidean ra
tionalism and by Sufi mysticism. Although
primarily concerned with pesltat exegesis, he
often gives both exoteric and esoteric interpre
tations to specific passages. In the case of the
book of Jonah, he deviates from his normal
practice and interprets the entire book as an al
legory of the soul.

The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries'

In the 14th and 15th centuries, commentaries
tended to veer away from' the pesltat to follow
homiletical, philosophical, or mystical lines.
Nevertheless; pesltat commentary was never
completely abandoned. Jacob ben Ashet
(1270?-1340),···who immigrated to Toledo,
Spain, with his family in the early 14th cen
tury and was- the author of a famous law code,
Sefer Ita-Tzlrim IT/Ie. Book. of Coillmns), wrote a
lengthy pesltat commentary'in which he an
thologized many of his famous predecessors,
but also included many original comments.
He. prefaced each section' with· gematriot and
explanations of· the Masoretic tradition, in
order to whet his reader's appetite. Ironically,
it is these comments that proved to be most
popular, and were frequently reprinted, while
his long commentary languished in manu
script until 1806 and has m~ver gained a wide
readership. This is an'indication of the low
level of interest in pesltat commentary in the
later Middle Ages.

Exegetes of a philosophical bent tended to
interpret Scripture through the prism of the
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philosophical school to which they adhered.
(See "The Bible in the Philosophical Tradi
tion," pp. 1948-75.) Two important examples
are Levi ben Gershom (Ralbag; 1288
1344) and Joseph Ibn Kaspi (1279-1340), both
Aristotelian rationalists, who followed the
teachings of Mairnonides. Ralbag was proba
bly the most significant and original Jewish
thinker of the later medieval period. He was
also a prolific exegete, writing lengthy com
mentaries on the Torah, Early Prophets, Five
Scrolls and Job. While his exegesis is certainly
informed by his philosophical worldview,
there is much in it that can be characterized
as pes/int. To give but one example of his
rationalistic exegesis, he offers a daring inter~

pretation of Joshua's miraculous victory at
Gibeon (Josh. 10.12): the miracle that occurred
was not that the sun actually stood still for
Joshua and the Israelites, but that the Israel:
ites enjoyed such a swift.victory that it made
it seem as if the sun stood still. In general,.ex
cept for his commentary on Song of Songsf
Ralbag did not engage in philosophical alle+
gory. He typically divided his commentaries
into three sections: (1) an explanation of the
difficult words in a passage; (2) an expanded
paraphrase of the text; and finally, at the end'
of the section, (3) a list of lessons, both moral
and philosophical; which could be derived
from it. Ralbag was the first exegete to pro;
vide such l~ssons in his commentaries, and in
this he may have been. influenced by Chri.5~

tiariexegesis.'>
Ibn Kaspi, who hailed from Argentiere·in

Provence (hence his name, meaning "silver:~))

wrote commentaries· on almost' the .entire
Bible. While primarily devoted to an under1
standing' of pesltat, these display his philo,
sophicallearning and his knowledge of Chris~
tian sources as well. He stresses numerous
times·in his commentaries the importance at a
thorough knowledge of Hebrew gramm'l-!
and a mastery of the scienee of logic in order
to properly understand the Bible. For exam~

pie, his entire commentary on the book of Eih
ther is a critique of a comment by Ibn Ezra;
which he refutes through logical analysis. "
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In this period, the Karaite community in
Byzantium continued to develop biblical
studies as it struggled to maintain its identity
in the face of the overwhelming influence of
the great medieval Rabbanite thinkers such as
Maimonides and Ibn Ezra. The two great
Karaite exegetes of the period were Aaron ben
Joseph, the "elder" (ca. 1250-1320), and Aaron
ben Elijah, of Nicomedia, "the younger" (ca.
1317-1369). Aaron ben Joseph produced com
mentaries on the Torah (Sefer hn-Miv!wr; The
Book of the Most Select), on the Former Proph
ets, Isaiah, and Psalms IMiv!wr yeslwril1l; Tile
Most Select of the Righteous), and on Job (lost),
while Aaron ben Elijah produced, inter alia, a
commentary on the Torah IKeter Torall; The
Crown of the Torah). Both authors cite Rabban
ite sources extensively, including Rashi, Ibn
Ezra, Maimonides, Radak, and Ramban. Ibn
Ezra was especially popular, as he was among
Rabbanite authors of the period. The com
mentaries of these exegetes follow in the
Spanish tradition, relying on grammar and
reason, rejecting aggadah, and, in halakhic
matters, highlighting the differences between
Rabbanites and Karaites.

In rabbinic circles, the sermons on the Torah
('Akeidnt Yitz!wk; The Binding of Isnnc) and the
commentaries on the Five Scrolls of Isaac
Arama (ca. 1420-1494) are exemplary models
of homiletic exegesis, blending exegetical in
novation and homiletic genius with psycho
logical and philosophical insight. Arama was
one of the first exegetes to use the method of
problematization consistently, whereby the
exegete raises a number of issues at the begin
ning of a passage, and then proceeds to solve
the problems in the course of his discussion.
This method was also followed by Don Isaac
Abravanel (1437-1508), Arama's student, un
doubtedly the greatest exegete of the 15th cen
tury. Abravanel produced voluminous com
mentaries on the Torah, Prophets, and Daniel,
which are thoughtful, thought-provoking, and
challenging. Abravanel was very much con
cerned with pes/wt exegesis, which he declared
to be his primary focus. He also grapples seri
ously with the rabbinic midrashic tradition,
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displaying a nuanced approach to midrashic
interpretations, carefully selecting those that
he found acceptable and rejecting others. More
traditional in his theology than the rationalists
of the later Middle Ages, he advocated a faith
based religious position which he considered
to be more in line with the rabbinic tradition.
For instance, he rejects Ralbag's rationaliza
tion of Joshua's miracle (10.12; see above) and
declares that this was a divinely decreed devi
ation from the natural order. A true child of the
Renaissance, he was open to the cultural inno
vations being articulated in his times and in
troduced much contemporary thought into his
exegesis. He was particularly well-versed in
Christian theological and exegetical literature,
often quoting approvingly from Christian
sources. Especially important are his ideas on
the monarchy, expressed in his commentaries
on Samuel and Kings. Drawing on his experi
ence as a courtier and his deep familiarity with
medieval history and political theory, he made
a strong case against the monarchy, which
he considered to be an inferior form of gov
ernment.

Midrashic Exegesis

In the Middle Ages, the rnidrashic tradition
was attacked on several fronts, especially by
Karaites and Christians. As a result of these
attacks, and because of the increased prefer
ence for pes/wt, many exegetes avoided rab
binic rnidrash as much as possible, while oth
ers incorporated it into their commentaries
only sparingly, or else interpreted it philo
sophically or kabbalistically. Nevertheless, a
strand of midrashic exegesis was maintained
throughout the Middle Ages, quite possibly
as a reaction to the elimination of such com
mentary from the medieval commentary tra
dition and out of a desire to hold up the stan
dard of the rabbinic tradition and assure that
it not be forgotten among Jews. Another rea
son could be the utility of midrashic material
as a source for sermons, the demand for
which seemed to increase as the Middle Ages
waned. After the classical period of midrashic
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creativity during the late talmudic and geonic
periods, the Middle Ages witnessed the pro
duction of many midrashie compilations. The
largest and most comprehensive was the
l)th century Yalkllt Shim'olli (attributed to
Simeon the Preacher of Frankfurt), an attempt
at producing a comprehensive verse-by-verse
midrashic anthology for t!}e entire Bible. Oth
ers in this vein were Mfdrash lw-Gadol (The
Great Midrash) by David Ha-Adani (Yemen,
14th century), Yalkllt (ha)-Makhiri on the Latter
Prophets and Writings by Makhir ben Abba
Mari (Spain? 14th century?), and Yalkllt
Re'llveni (17th century), a kabbalistic-mid
rashic compilation by Reuben Ha-Kohen.
There were aJso commentaries produced in
the midrashic style, whictt included a great
deal of peshat interpretation as well as mid
rashic material. Examples are the Leka(l Tov
(Good Instruction) by Tobiah ben Eliezer (11th
century, Byzantium) and Sekhel Tov (Sollnd
Understanding) by Mena1)em ben Solomon
(12th century, Italy?). Some anthologists had
very ambitious goals for their work; for
example, Jacob Sikili (Sicily, Damascus),
stated in his anthology Talmlld Torah (1)66)
that he included in it all halakhic and aggadic
statements from all available sources, thus
obviating the need to· consult any other
work.'

Midrashic-style commentary was espe
cially popular in Yemen, which witnessed
the production of, among others, Me'or ha
'afelah (The Lllminanj of the Darkness) by Ne
tanel ben Isaiah (1)28-29), Midrash ha-(lefetz
(The Miilrash of Desire) by Zekhariah ha-Rofe
(14)0); and Midrash ha-be'llr (The Midrash of
Explanation) by Saadia ben David (1441).
These editors were not mere compilers, but
often edited their texts and 'added comments
of their own, including many of a philosophi
cal nature. Also unique to the Yemenite
midrashirn are numerous citations from Mus
lim lore and literature, as well as folkloristic
materiaI:·Anthological. commentaries such
as these· remained popular through the late
Middle Age's and into the early modern pe
riod..

ESSAYS

The Sixteenth Century

The upheavaJ of the expulsion from Spain
(1492) and its aftermath scattered much of
Spanish Jewry across Turkey, Greece, Italy,
and North Africa. Biblical exegesis was pro
duced in great abundance in all of these coun
tries as well as in centers in Central and East
ern Europe. In Italy, the most famous exegete
of the 15th century was Obadiah Sfomo (ca.
1475-1550). He produced commentaries on
the Torah and Psalms, which are dedicated
above all to elucidating the pes/wt. Sforno, a
rabbi, was aJso a trained physician and a cul
tured individual, a fine product of the world
of Renaissance huinanism, whose values in
fuse his exegesis. His Torah commentary be
came one of the mainstays of the biblical com
mentary tradition.

In the Ottoman Empire, important centers
of study arose in Salonika and Constantiiloc
pIe. Rabbi Isaac ben Joseph Karo, a Spanish
Jew, survived. the Spanish and Portuguese ex"
iles, ending up in Constantinople.· In 1518 he
published his commentary on the Torah, Toleo
dot Yitz!wk (The Story ofIsaac), which proved to
be one of the most popular and influentiaJ
commentaries of the 16th· century. The com_'
mentary is eclectic, incorporating commentlj
in aJI four of the traditionaJ modes of interpre
tation, and reveals the author's cultural so
phistication. Its· immense popularity is indi"
cated by the fact that it went through fout
editions in fourteen years and is often quoted
by later exegetes. . .,

In SaJonika, the yeshiva of Joseph Taitatzak
flourished between 1525 and 1540, training
many rabbis and scholars who produced vast
quantities of biblicaJ commentary, which fat
surpassed those produced in the Middle Ages
in quantity if not in quality. For the book of
Esther and other scrolls, for example, more
commentaries were written in the 16th cen
tury than in all the centuries preceding. This.
surge in commentary production can be e~

plained by the needs of the various communi-.
ties for relevant biblicaJ commentary; most
arose out of sermons preached in public on
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more important members of the kabbalistic
circle of Safed, produced compendious com
mentaries on the Minor Prophets, Song of
Songs, Esther, Ruth, Psalms, and Job, incorpo
rating the comments of many of his contem
poraries and predecessors. His commentaries
are characterized by their extreme reverence
for the words of the Sages, which he consid
ered to be authentic traditions reflecting the
true meaning of the text, and not mere
homiletical interpretations, which could be
accepted or rejected at will.

Meanwhile, in Aleppo, Syria, Samuel ben
Abraham Laniado (d. 1605) was composing
an impressive body of commentary, covering
most of the Bible (Torah, Prophets, Psalms,
Lamentations). Laniado's commentaries are
especially noteworthy for their sensitivity to
literary nuance and structural patterns in the
text, thus making them quite "modern" in
their orientation.

In Eastern Europe at this time, talmudic
studies were dominant and biblical studies
were in a state of decline. The output of
biblical commentary, while significant, was
dwarfed by the production in other fields.
Even so, much of the commentary literature of
this period was written in homiletic style, with
constant recourse to rabbinic sources, and
often to philosophical and mystical sources as
well. Particularly popular as sources were the
commentaries of Isaac Ararna and Isaac Karo.
Pes/lnt commentaries were relatively uncom
mon. Among the better known commentaries
was the GilT AnJeh by Judah Loew ben Bezalel
of Prague (Maharal; 1525-1609), a super
commentary on Rashi, which combines con
cern with the pes/lnt with reference to rabbinic
sources as deep pes/lnt, the true meaning of the
text, which goes deeper than the literal. He
also does not neglect mystical traditions. In
general, however, Maharal and other exegetes
of the period did not innovate methodologi
cally and did not advance Bible study beyond
the stage it was at by the end of the Middle
Ages.
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the Sabbaths and holidays which were later
committed to writing. Many of the commen
taries produced are characterized by their
prolLxity, tendentiousness, inconsistencies,
and homiletical nature. Yet there is still much
of value that can be gleaned from them, and
they deserve more attention than they have
received in the' past. Of particular interest is
Eliezer Ashkenazi (1513-1586), a student of
Joseph Taitatzak's who was one of the leading
scholars of his generation. Ashkenazi was a
talmudist and rationalist who knew many
languages and was scientifically trained. He
advocated the unfettered search for truth in
Scripture. His greatest work is Ma'asei ;4.dollai
(Acts of God), a four-part commentary on the
narrative portions of the Torah. In this work,
he urges the student to search diligently for
the truth without regard for the opinions of
the Sages or previous exegetes, especially the
latter, since they may have become corrupted
over tinle. He develops a theory concerning
the nature and purpose of the biblical stories,
according to which the events narrated in the
Torah actually occurred, but the stories which
relate these events are parables. The plain
sense of the text can be found in the parables
and not in the events themselves. In his com
mentary, Ashkenazi grapples with important
theological issues, such as divine providence
and the influence of astrology over Jewish
destiny.

Other contemporary exegetes worthy of
mention are Moses Alshekh (d. 1593) and
Solomon ben Moses ha-Levi Alkabetz (ca.
1505-1584), both members of the Safed school
of mystics. The exegetes of this period took a
particular interest in the Kethuvim, especially
the Five Scrolls, Psalms, and Job. Alshekh, a
talmudist and kabbalist, had studied at Jo
seph Taitatzak's yeshiva in Salonika and later
moved to Safed. Like many of his contempo
raries, he preached on the Sabbaths and holi
days on the weekly Torah readings and other
biblical books and later edited his sermons for
publication. He produced commentaries on
almost the entire Bible. Solomon Alkabetz, an
other student of Taitatzak, and one of the
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The Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries 3.11, which is addressed to the daughters of
Zion]), proved to be the most popular.work in

In the 17th century, several noteworthy com- the history of Yiddish literature. Over 210 edi
mentaries were produced. In Poland, Ephraim tions of this work have appeared to date. The
Solomon ben Aaron of Luntshits (1550-1619), oldest extant edition, which is not the first, ap
a gifted dars/wn, or sermoni2er, produced sev- peared in Basel in 1622. At least three others
eral collections of sermons and a commentary had preceded it. The book was written in a
on the Torah in the homil~tic style, called Keli popular style, intended for Yiddish-speaking
Yakar (1st ed. Lublin, 16(2), which enjoyed Jewish men and women who lacked the edu
immense popularity and was included in cation necessary for understanding the Bible
many editions of the Rabbinic Bible. More than in the original. In this work, the author does
a century later, J:Iayyirn ben Moses Ibn 'Attar not provide a word-for-word translation of
(1696-1743), a rabbi and kabbalistofMoroccan the text, but rather weaves together the bibli1
origin, who led a group of rabbis and students cal text; midrashirn, medieval commentaries,
to settle in the land of Israel in 1740, wrote elements of halakhah, and ethical admonition
a commentary titled 'Or ha-lmyim, first pub- into a pleasing, harmonious whole. The au~

lished in Venice in 1742. This commentary was thor drew on a wide variety of rabbinic and
often published alongside that of Ephraim medieval sources, not only commentaries, but
of. Luntshits in East European editions of also ethical (Sefer Ifasidim, Sefer ha-Mevakesh)~

the Rabbinic Bible (Miqra'ot, Gedolot, see be- philosophical (Saadia, Ibn' Gabirol,Mai.
low) and was especially popular among the monides); and mystical works (Zohar, Cor
J:Iasidirn. dovero's· Palm Tree of Deborah). The author's

In Jaworow, Galicia, David Altschuler major medieval source seems to have,been the
began. to produce' a commentary on the commentary. of. Ba1:).ya ben: Asher. He also
Prophets and Writings in order to promote the drew. heavily on Isaac' Karo's .Toledot YitzbaM:
study of the Bible. His work was continued by The work became, especially popular with
his· son, Jehiel Hillel, who in.178<r82 pub- women, who would read it religiously every
lished the entire commentary. It was. divided Sabbath. Its success can be· attributed to.the'
into two sectionsj·Metsudat Tsiyon (Fortress·of author's skill in selecting. his ,material and
Zion) and Metsudat David (Forh'ess of David). finding those' sources which would.appeal to
The former explains the meanings of individ- his unschooled .readers. He was· especially
uaLwords; the latter the meaning of the text. successful in selecting sources that would! ap'
The comritentary, based- for the most part on peal to his female readers; injecting comments
the medieval pes/wt exegetes such as Radak of a midrashic and moralistic nature, relating
and Ibn Ezra, was very popular and has been to marital relations and child-rearing.. Tztfne>
frequently ·republished. (It appears in most rene went through nurri.erous. editions, first ¥!
editions of Miqra'ofGedolot, see below.) Western, then in Eastern· Europe, and· some

This period also saw the production of ver- editions bore. the ideological' stamp' of thl1
nacular, commentaries on the Bible in various maskilic rationalists or their Hasidic oppa;
parts of the, Jewish world; At the end of the nents. Editions, translations, and adaptations
16th or beginning of the 17th century, Jacob of this ever-popular work are still being pro'
ben Isaac Ashkenazi, of Janow (d. 1623), pro- duced. A similar work on the Prophets and
duced a Yiddish translation with commentary Writings, called Sefer ha-Magid. (The Booklof
on . significant liturgical portions. of the the Stonjteller) mistakenly attributed to Asm
Tanakh, namely the Torah, Haftarot (Pro- kenazi, also attained considerable popularity,
phetic Readings) and Megillot (Five Scrolls). but nothing approaching that of Tzene-rerie',uq
The book, Tzene-rene (i.e., Tze'enah u-re'enah, In the 18th century, a parallel phenomenon
or Go Forth and Gaze [based on Song of Songs to Tzene-rene was the publication in Constan.
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tinople of Me'al/l Lo'cz (Frol/l a Foreigll People),
a Ladino (Judeo-Spanish) commentary on the
Bible, which is considered to be the outstand
ing work of Judeo-Spanish literature. Con
ceived by Jacob Culi as a response to the
havoc wrought by the Sabbatean heresy of the
previous century (Shabbetai Tzevi was fol
lowed by many as Messiah, but converted to
Islam in 1666, precipitating a great crisis), it
was aimed at the masses who had strayed
from observant Judaism and could no longer
read the texts in Hebrew. Culi produced the
volume for Genesis, which wove together in a
pleasing and appealing manner a variety of
sources dealing with the text, including much
ancillary material such as anecdotes, ethical
admonitions, folklore, and historical narra
tives. After Cllli's death, his work was contin
ued by others. The rest of the Torah was com
pleted and published by 1772, and other
volumes, published in a similar style, were
produced over the following centuries. In re
cent years a Hebrew translation has been pro
duced. It is difficult to overstate the impor
tance of Me'al/l Lo'ez in Sephardic culture. It
spread all over the Sephardic world and for
many families it was the only literature that
they read. Unlike Tzelle-rene, it was never con
sidered only suitable for women, and so was
equally popular among men, women, and
children.

By the mid-18th century, the winds of
change were blowing through the Jewish
communities of Europe, and the stage was
being set for the Haskalah and the revolution
in study that would follow in its wake. (See
"Post-medieval Jewish Interpretation," pp.
1900-1908, and "The Bible in the Jewish Philo
sophical Tradition:' pp. 1948-75')

Miqra'at Cedolot

TI1e production of Bibles with the biblical text
surrounded by a number of commentaries
and translations began in the late I'vliddle
Ages, as scribes copied for themselves or pa
trons commissioned such works for their own
use. With the introduction and spread of the

MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION

printing press, commentaries were first pro
duced individually, or accompanying the bib
lical text. The first Rabbinic Bible was pub
lished by Daniel Bomberg in 1516 in Venice
and included the commentaries of Rashi, Ibn
Ezra, and Ramban. Other editions soon fol
lowed (Venice, 1524-25, 1544). The second
Rabbinic Bible (1524-1525), edited by Jacob
ben l:Iayyim ben Isaac Ibn Adonijah (ca.
1470-ca. 1538), an apprentice of Bomberg's
who converted to Christianity late in life, is
especially important, because of the editor's
attention to the accuracy of the text, seeking
out manuscripts to help in this task, and his
attempt to produce an edition faithful to the
Masoretic tradition. (See "The Development
of the Masoretic Bible," pp. 2077-8+) He also
succeeded in printing more commentaries
than had his predecessors. His edition set the
standard for generations to come and served
as the basis for many subsequent editions.
Another important edition was Kehilat Mosheh
(The Congregatioll of Moses; Amsterdam, 1724
1727), edited by Moses Frankfiirter, which
had sixteen commentaries never before in
cluded, such as those of Ralbag. In the 19th
century in Eastern Europe, the production of
such editions of the Bible became extremely
popular and publishers in Warsaw, Vilna, and
Cracow vied for customers' attention, com
peting for the distinction of having the great
est number of commentaries in their editions.
It was early in the 19th century that the title
Miqra'ot Cedolot (Creat Scriptures) for such edi
tions was first introduced. Besides the clas
sical triumvirate of Rashi, Ibn Ezra, and
Nal)manides, the Keli yakar (Precious Vessel) by
Ephraim of Luntshitz and Or ha-lfayil/l (Light
of Life) by l:Iayyim Ibn 'Attar seem to have
been immensely popular and gained a wide
readership. For Prophets and Writings, the
Tvletzlldot of the Altschulers were constant
companions of Rashi. Depending on the book,
they were usually joined by Ibn Ezra, Radak,
Ralbag, and Sfomo. There can be no doubt
that these editions had a tremendous influ
ence on which commentaries were read and
which were neglected. Inclusion in an edition
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of Miqra'ot Gedolot would ensure a wide audi
ence. The juxta-position of commentaries
hom different locations and periods also in
fluenced how the Bible was studied (see p.
1875). Such editions facilitate a dialogue

The period between 1650 and 1900 forms a
particularly rich and variegated chapter in the
history of Jewish biblical interpretation, par
ticularly within the European Ashkenazic
communities. Over the course of these two
and a half centuries, hundreds of Bible com
mentaries and super-commentaries were
written and published, and although the vast
majority have fallen into obscurity, a few have
exerted considerable influence and continue
to be studied to this day. The substantial
scholarly output of this period was broadly
due to three historically related factors: the
growth and relative stability of communities
in both Western and Eastern' Europe, a flour
ishing religious and scholarly life, and an ac
tive Jewish printing industry:

The biblical scholarship· of this period is
particularly important because of the way in
which it reflected and even shaped the far"
reaching historical, religious, and cultural
shifts taking place within European Jewry.
Through most of the 17th and 18th centuries,
the interpretation of the Bible was largely de
rivative of medieval exegesis, particularly the
didactic and homiletical modes of late me
dieval' scholarship. As the 18th century pro
gressed, the textual and linguistic interests of
medieval Spanish exegesis began to be re
vived, and by 1800 biblical interpretation was
given new impetus by the Jewish Enlighten
ment and, to a lesser degree, by the reinvigo
rated scholarly circles that emerged in Lithua
nia in opposition to the spread of Hasidism.
In the 19th century, as the cultural and reli
gious insularity of traditional Jewish life gave
way to the external pressures of emancipa
tion, and as internal' divisions weakened the
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across generations and cultures mediated by
the reader, who thus becomes another link in
the ongoing tradition of biblical study and in
terpretation. [BARRY D. WALFISH]

authority of rabbinic Judaism, the interpreta
tion of Scripture becarne a central factor in the
struggle to determine the meaning and rele
vance of inherited Jewish traditions.

Despite the large numbers of Bible com
mentaries that appeared. in the 17th and 18th
centuries, almost all of them were method
ologically unoriginal and substantively unrec
markable. In the Sephardic communities of
North Africa, the Middle East, and Western
Europe (e.g., Amsterdam' and Hamburg),
there seems to have been some effort to main
tain the study of the Bible and Hebrew lan
guage pioneered by medieval Spanish schol
ars, but with few linguistic or exegetical
advances. Among the:Ashkenazic communi
ties of Western and Eastern Europe, the reality
was more complex:On the one hand, biblical·
commentaries were a time-honored scholarly
endeavor, and a great many of them centered
around the careful parsing of midrashic texts
and Rashi's commentary, which had attained
near-canonical' status. On the other hand,
there was a, 'pronounced ambivalence,. if not
indifference; toward Bible' study, and espel

cially any kind of scholarship that focused on
the philological or graminatical aspects of the
text. The study of rabbinic literature, both the
Talmud and the long lipe of codes and com
mentaries that followed in its wake, was
given intellectual and spiritual pride of place,
and the study of the Bible was relegated to
a respectful, honored, but distinctly second
ary position. These realities are reflected in
the fact that some of the' best and most en
during writings of this era emerged hom
non-Ashkenazic Mediterranean communities:
Me'am Lo'ez, the mid-18th-century popular
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